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Abstract

In recent years, online customer reviews have been widespread and it has been taken into account in the point of the decision by the people. Resources which create a virtual environment interaction are developing with the user reviews and ratings and it is increasingly gaining importance for both customers and tourism businesses. Customers, who are evaluating food and beverage consumption as an experience and looking at true life experiences when deciding which experience to lives, are more increasingly using online resources serving sector. These platforms provide the customers the opportunity of dialoguing among them and provide information while they provide feedback for the improvements for the service providers they need to do. Because of these properties, researchers argue online customer reviews and they express that services restaurant could offer and the quality of them could be compared better by using customer feedback. However, customer review system has been criticized. The point critics pointed is the difficulty of verification reviews and deficiencies in impartiality point. An integrated approach is proposed in this study. Online customer judgments assessing the food and beverage business and expert opinions underlie the integrated approach. For this purpose, the data obtained from TripAdvisor website and expert reviews will be integrated with Analytical Hierarch Process (AHP) method. In the study, restaurants which take place in Turkey’s biggest tourist areas in four provinces and locating in the top 10 according to customer reviews on TripAdvisor website are evaluated. Then, arithmetical average of the aggregated customer ratings relating to these restaurants and the integration of assessment of experts providing training in food and beverage area are ensured. Consequently, these four provinces’ rank is determined by an integrated approach in terms of restaurants.
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1. Introduction

In many studies it was found that potential consumers were influenced by comments of other consumers in the decision-making phrase and they see each of the this review as a reference source (Bilim et al., 2013; p.388). For example, according to a survey done by TripAdvisor in 2012 and took place with more than 1700 participants, 64% of the respondents act in their vacation plans according to the review of the website (Civelek, 2013; p.273). According to the reports based on e-transactions, the hundreds of millions of potential tourism customers each year see comment pages as their guide. Studies on consumer e-reviews emphasize that consumer reviews are an important factor on the hotel selection and decision-making (Bilim et al., 2013; p.392-393). Before booking a hotel, customers are visiting 14 different travel sites on condition that looking at least 3 average per site visitors' opinions and they are conducting 9 research related to their travel in search engines (UNWTO, 2014, p.10).

The abstract quality of the food and beverage services, consequently, the high risk perception of the consumer and inadequacy of the points providing information to be contacted personally or to reduce the risk perception direct consumers to reviews as e-information sources. Potential consumer perceive online Rewiews as an expert opinion. On behalf of making inference and evaluation, online reviews are an important reference. In this regard online rewievs as a source of information look more convincing than the information in advertising and other marketing tools by consumers. The sites that publish customer reviews direct consumers as a source of information for this purpose. For example, TripAdvisor, which is an international platform germane to tourism and travel, independently gives consumers information they can use in the
selection of restaurants, it also offers orderings on the basis of businesses in the sector. Being in the top positions in the comment pages concerning international arena like these and similar, as well as being a source of prestige, direct consumer preferences at the same time.

However one of the problems with the customer reviews is their credibility. Studies show that businesses provide incentives for being written imaginary (fictional) positive comments about them and being written negative comments for opponent businesses (UNWTO, 2014, p.14).

The purpose of this study is to evaluate online customer judgments evaluating food and beverage businesses and expert opinions in a combination of integrated approach. For that purpose, restaurants which take place in Turkey’s biggest tourist areas in four provinces and locating in the top 10 according to customer reviews on TripAdvisor website are evaluated. At the same time, with the survey, expert opinions related to criterias used in evaluating the service and quality of the restaurant in TripAdvisor website were received. Afterwards, the data obtained from TripAdvisor website and expert reviews were integrated with Analytical Hierarch Process (AHP) method.

The study consists of five chapters, including the introduction. After the introductory section, eWOM (electronic consumer reviews) and its relationship with the food and beverage business is assessed under the relevant literature in the second part. In the third part, AHP method by which the data were evaluated and application steps were dealt. In the fourth section, method, analysis and findings are included. In the last section, the results are discussed.

2. eWOM (Electronic Consumer Reviews) and Food and Beverage Businesses

In the past, consumers would refer to the views of other people around them in order to find out his thoughts on a certain brand, product, or business and this case would be known as Word of Mouth in marketing literature. In parallel with the development of computer and Internet technology, personal comments and opinions are being shared in a virtual environment (Pollach, 2006; p.1). This communication which means consumers do not recognize each other over the Internet, they share their comments via consumers is called eWOM (electronic publicity) (Bilim et al., 2013; p.390). In this context, eWOM is; “ significant remarks, or product viewed, by prospective, current, or former consumers”. eWOM involves comments about product performance, service quality, and trustworthiness passed on from one person to another using an electronic medium (Arroyo and Pandey, 2010; p. 1230).

Today, thanks to the idea of web-based sharing platforms’ popularity and proliferation, it plays an important role in online product evaluations and purchase decisions of consumers. These online platforms allows individuals to share their experiences with other people. These communities which are constantly increasing not only provide customers to spread their ideas but also assist the businesses to give their marketing messages by electronic word of mouth communication (eWOM). Online customer reviews for the food and beverage business are very effective. Because there is no possibility of testing of the product before being consumed in the restaurant. An information obtained from an experienced source with an eWOM will also help the customer's decision making (Zhang et al, 2010).

The reasons such as economic developments in our day, globalization, the impact of media on life style, workload, the active women in working life, a request of spending enjoyable time albeit two-hours at the end of a tiring and stressful day, fashion, pleasure and desire to socialize, the development of travel cases, the request of getting food and drinks availably which can not be obtained or can not be produced in the home environment (Sarışık and Hatipoğlu, 2009; p.186) have changed people’s eating habits and continue to change. Individuals who meet these needs in a home environment with household before, also meet the needs of eating and drinking outside with the influence of the above reasons today. When consumers consider in terms of the cost they endured and the value they gained, value presentations that consumers expect from the food and beverage business vary from the value presentations which they expected from other product groups. This is because consumers who save time and money to buy the food and beverage of business services want to live the experience without any surprise in negative sense. To avoid any negative experiences, they collect information from various information resources about products and / or services. While this information resources were limited with the information obtained from traditional media and social environment (the reference group) in the past, today sufficient information is presented to consumers in the online environment (Özaslan and Uygur, 2014; p.70).

According to a study conducted by Jeong Jang (2011), restaurants’ food quality provide positive eWOM between customers. Service employees are also among the factors that create a positive eWOM. A good atmosphere in the restaurant is another factor contributing to the positive eWOM. The reasonable prices in the restaurants are not contributing to customers on eWOM.
Zhang et al. (2010) analyzed customer reviews about food, atmosphere and service quality of restaurants in their research. They have tried to identify the impact of eWOM on the popularity of restaurants in virtual environment. As a result, the density of online customer reviews is directly associated with the virtual popularity of the restaurant (Sarıışık and Özbay, 2012; p.14).

Boulding et al. (1993) draw attention that service quality in restaurants has positive effect on customer behaviors such as loyalty and positive eWOM.

These studies clearly demonstrate the importance of online reviews in the food and beverage sector. As the importance of online reviews increases in terms of customer, the interest, assessments and strategies of food and beverage business are evolving in this direction. Food and beverage businesses, except for the comments for them, can be created important source of information in determination of market developments and the development of competitive strategy by taking into account the company reviews of other competitors in the industry.

3. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) Method

AHP has been developed for the solution of complex multi-criteria decision-making problems by Saaty in the 1970s. AHP is multi-criteria decision-making technique which can take into account both objective and subjective evaluation criteria and is widely used (Özen ve Orçanlı, 2013). It is a technique which needs the views of decision-makers in determination of the relative degree of importance on all criteria. Decision-makers compare criteria and sub-criteria using Saaty’s 1-9 scale (Table 1). By evaluating all criteria, priority of decision alternatives is obtained (Önder and Önder, 2014; p.21-22).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significance values</th>
<th>Value Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Status of both factors’ equal importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Status of Factor 1 is more important than Factor 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Status of Factor 1 is far more important than Factor 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Status of Factor 1 is highly significant compared to Factor 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Status of Factor 1 is very highly significant compared to Factor 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,4,6,8</td>
<td>Intermediate values of degrees in the above description in the choice between two factors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reference: (Saaty, 2008; 86)

In problem solving with AHP, object (problem) is determined first, then AHP solution steps are implemented starting from the object. Solution phase with AHP operates in the following way (Timor 2011;18, Önder and Önder 2014; 23-24);

Step 1: Decision problem is defined and purpose is determined.
Step 2: Necessary decision criteria are set to achieve the objective.
Step 3: Possible decision alternatives are determined.
Step 4: The hierarchical structure of decision problems are created.
Step 5: Paired comparison of the criteria for each level of the hierarchy and the degree of importance of criteria is determined by taking advantage of eigenvectors.

At this stage, inter-criteria comparison matrix is a $nxn$ dimensional square matrix. Matrix components on the diagonal of this matrix takes the value 1. Comparison matrix is shown below:

$$
A = \begin{bmatrix}
a_{11} & a_{12} & \ldots & a_{1n} \\
 a_{21} & a_{22} & \ldots & a_{2n} \\
  \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
  \cdot & \cdot & \cdot \\
 a_{n1} & a_{n2} & \ldots & a_{nn}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

Comparison of criteria is done one-to-one and mutual according to importance values that they have relative to each other. In comparison of criteria mutually AHP comparison scale in Table 1 is used. In order to determine the weight of these criteria in integrate, in other words their percent importance distributions, it is utilized from column vectors forming the comparisons matrix and B column vector with n number and n component is generated. This vector is shown below:
In the calculation of B column vector, it is utilized from \( b_{ij} = \frac{a_{ij}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_{ij}} \) formula.

When the steps described above is repeated for the other evaluation criteria, B column vector will be obtained about the number of criteria. When n number B column vector is combined in a matrix format, C matrix will be formed as shown below:

\[
C = \begin{bmatrix}
  c_{11} & c_{12} & \cdots & c_{1n} \\
  c_{21} & c_{22} & \cdots & c_{2n} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  c_{n1} & c_{n2} & \cdots & c_{nn}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Benefitting from the C matrix, percent importance distributions which indicate importance values of the criteria relative to each other can be obtained. For this, as shown in the Formula (1), arithmetic average of the line components composing C matrix is taken and W column vector, called Priority Vector, is obtained. W vector is shown below:

\[
W = \begin{bmatrix}
  w_1 \\
  w_2 \\
  \vdots \\
  w_n
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Step 6: The consistency of the comparison matrix obtained in the previous step is determined.
AHP, with Consistency Rate (CR) obtained, provides the opportunity to test the priority vector which was obtained and hence the consistency of one-to-one comparisons which were made between the criteria. AHP attributes the essence of CR calculation to the number of criteria and the comparison of a factor (λ) which is called Basic Value. For calculating λ, first, D column vector is obtained from matrix multiplication of A comparison matrix with W priority vector.

\[
D = \begin{bmatrix}
a_{11} & a_{12} & \ldots & a_{1n} \\
a_{21} & a_{22} & \ldots & a_{2n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
a_{n1} & a_{n2} & \ldots & a_{nn}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
w_1 \\
w_2 \\
x \\
w_n
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Dividing the corresponding elements of D column vector that was found and W column vector, the value for each evaluation criterion (E) is obtained. The arithmetic average of these values (2) gives the basic value (λ) related to the comparison. After calculating (λ), Consistency Index (CI) can be calculated by utilizing the formula (3). At the final stage CR is obtained by dividing CI into standard correction value (4) called Random Index (RI) shown at Table 2.

\[
\lambda = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} E_i}{n} \quad (2) \quad CI = \frac{\lambda - n}{n - 1} \quad (3) \quad CR = \frac{CI}{RI} \quad (4)
\]

If the calculated value of CR is smaller than 0.10, this indicates that decision maker made consistent comparison. If CR value is greater than 0.10, this shows there is a calculation error in AHP or inconsistency in decision making's comparisons.

Table 2: Random Index (RI) Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reference: (Saaty and Özdemir, 2003; 241)

Step 7: Severity of the alternatives and criteria (weights) are determined. Alternative having the highest weight is the best alternative, criteria having the highest weight is the best criteria.

4. Method of the Research

One of the fundamental principles of AHP is the decomposition. Decomposition states hierarchical configuration of the problem (Saaty, 1986; p.841). The objective, criteria and alternatives are three basic levels of hierarchical configuration. The object of Hierarchical Configuration is identified as the sequencing of the four provinces having most tourist areas in terms of food and beverage businesses with an integrated approach. As the criteria, four criteria used in scoring on TripAdvisor website are used exactly in the study. In importance weighting of these criteria, the views of lecturers, who work at food and beverage section at Beyşehir Tourism Faculty, have been consulted. The views related to criteria of five
lecturers were taken through a questionnaire prepared according to Saaty 1-9 scale. Then, by converting the personal jurisdictions of each decision makers to group joint decision by the geometric mean, weights were calculated in Super Decision program. Customer ratings on TripAdvisor website are included into the calculation as the values taken by the alternative.

The following sequence was followed in the analysis of the study:

1. Defining the decision problem, objectives, criteria and the creation of hierarchical model by identifying the alternatives clearly,
2. Calculation of the average criteria of the Top 10 restaurants according to customer review on TripAdvisor site in the provinces which are determined alternatively,
3. Calculation of the degree of importance (weight) of the criteria by making the paired comparison of the criteria for each level of the hierarchy,
4. Determination of the ranking of the alternatives.

The portion for the analysis of the study is detailed below in accordance with this order.

1.1. Defining the Problem Resolution with AHP Method, Objective, Criteria and Creating the Hierarchical Model by Specifying of Alternatives

Decision problems and objectives of the application are “the comparison of the first four provinces having most tourist areas in Turkey in terms of food and beverage services” in the scope of expert assessments and the scores given by the customer. As criteria for analysis, restaurant customer reviews criteria are selected on TripAdvisor site which is an international platform related to tourism and travel. In this context, there are 4 criteria in the decision problem including service, food, atmosphere and value.

In the study, a full round is accepted as awful= 1 point, two full round as bad= 2 points, three full round as mean= 3 points, four full rounds as alpha plus= 4 points, five full rounds as perfect= 5 points which take place under the title of TripAdvisor site score summary. Rounds ,which are half full, are evaluated as ½.

As the alternatives, Antalya, İstanbul, Muğla, İzmir provinces are determined as the most tourist areas in Turkey (TUROFED, 2014). Therefore, there are four alternatives in problem resolution. In light of this information, Hierarchical Model of problem Decision was created. Model for the problem is combined with the arrows from top to bottom (Figure 2).

![Figure 2: Decision Problem Hierarchical Model](image-url)
1.2. Calculation of Criteria Average in Alternative Cities

According to customer ratings on TripAdvisor website in four provinces having most tourist areas in Turkey, the values in Table 3 were obtained by calculating the arithmetic average of the scores of the restaurants which take place in top ten, according to Service, Food, Atmosphere and Value criteria.

Table 3: Average of Customer Satisfaction Criteria of Four Provinces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ISTANBUL</th>
<th>ANTALYA</th>
<th>IZMIR</th>
<th>MUĞLA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service</strong></td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food</strong></td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atmosphere</strong></td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value</strong></td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Average</strong></td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.3. Determination of Degree of Importance (the weight) of Criteria by Paired Comparison of Criteria for Each Level of the Hierarchy with AHP Method

After criteria averages calculated in alternative provinces, paired comparisons of the criteria (service, food, atmosphere, value) were started. The data used in the paired comparison were obtained by the questionnaire which was prepared by using 1-9 scale of Saaty (Table 1). The questionnaire was filled to 5 lecturers at Tourism Faculty in Beyşehir. Then, the geometric mean of the personal judgment obtained from the survey was calculated (Table 4). Thus, expert review group decision was obtained before paired comparison.

Table 4: Expert Review Group Decision on Paired Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AHP can be applied in individual and group decision. If the decision is taken by participation of not only one person but a group, the name of AHP with the group deciding is given to this case (Giriner and Çevdar, pp.104-105). One of the commonly used methods when group decision given in AHP is combination of individual judgment which is located in the pairwise comparison matrix. In cases where decision-makers have equal importance in combining the judgment of a group, geometric mean is the most appropriate method Forman and Peniwati, 1998; p.169, Asma and Bahurmoz, 2006; p.10, Timor, 2011; p.38, Ömürbek and Tunca, 2013; pp. 56-57, Önder and Önder, 2014; pp.35-37, Çelik, 2007; p.74).

If the calculated geometric mean value was between 1-9, compare results were entered into the left side of the questionnaire Super Decision program without making any changes. If the geometric mean was a decimal number, nearest integer value was taken. If the geometric mean value which was calculated for decision makers is in the range of 0-1, "1" value is divided into this value (like 1 / 0.60). If the value is decimal number on account of dividing, it is calculated as "1 / the obtained value" by taking into account the closer integer value. In Table 4, fractional numbers which take place in common review
column field were determined in this way and Super Decision program was included in the calculation in the manner of locating on the right side of the questionnaire form (Ömürbek and Tunca 2013; pp.58-59). After data input, matrix concerning the criteria was created.

Inconsistencies in comparison may result in inconsistence of priority values of the ordering preferences of alternatives. If the inconsistency rate is "0", it shows that decision-maker is completely consistent in his jurisdiction. If this rate is 10% or lower, it is generally acceptable (Hafeez et al., 2002; p39, Forman and Selly, 2001; p.49). As the discrepancy value (0.09914 <0.10) of pairwise comparisons of individual judgment of decision makers is within acceptable limits which was calculated by taking the geometric mean in the study, the value related to the priority vector was adopted as interpreted. In this context, weight values of criteria as a result of comparisons are as follows; Service (32%), Food (39%), Atmosphere (7%), Value (22%). based on the results, the most important criteria in the selection of restaurant is food for decision-makers, the most trivial criteria is atmosphere.

1.4. Determining of Precedence of the Alternatives

As a result, according to evaluation scores given by the customer in the restaurants which were taken into consideration in four provinces and judgment of experts in weighting of the criteria orderings are as shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Comparison of the Restaurants of Four Provinces in terms of Customer Satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>ORDERING IN TERMS OF CUSTOMER REVIEWS</th>
<th>INTEGRATED ORDERING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MUĞLA</td>
<td>4,83</td>
<td>MUĞLA 0,264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İZMİR</td>
<td>4,59</td>
<td>İZMİR 0,252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İSTANBUL</td>
<td>4,58</td>
<td>İSTANBUL 0,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTALYA</td>
<td>4,34</td>
<td>ANTALYA 0,234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from Table-5, general ordering in our study which assesses of judgment of experts with the ordering in terms of the customer reviews on the restaurants which take place in four provinces having most tourist areas in Turkey hasn’t changed.

5. Conclusion

In recent years, with technology providing opportunity of sharing unlimited information and comments in the virtual environment and increase in people's willingness to get information have attracted attention to this environment. Word of mouth communication which is an important marketing tool has begun to give place to word of mouth communication in virtual environment, reviews of customers and ratings. In tourism industry, the importance of experience consumption rather than product has triggered consumers’ to share positive or negative experiences, which they lived, with potential consumers in virtual environments. Research results show that a large number of potential tourists decide to buy or not to buy by evaluating the views of those who has experience in the virtual environment.

As well as being many internet environment where restaurant customers share their experience, TripAdvisor website, which is an international platform where restaurant customers share their experience, is recognized as an important source in academic works. In this context, in four provinces having most tourist areas in Turkey and restaurants which take place in top 10 according to customer scoring in these provinces on TripAdvisor website were evaluated in the study. The criteria used in scoring which was made in TripAdvisor website were used exactly in the study. To determine the weight of these criteria, the weight was calculated in Super Decision program by taking evaluations of lecturers working at Beyşehir Tourism Faculty according to Saaty 1-9 scale. Thus, expert opinion was integrated with customer reviews in the study. Alternative four provincial orderings were obtained by combining weight of the criteria and TripAdvisor website customer score values in AHP technique. It is seen that provinces ordering hasn’t changed even when integrated with the judgments of experts in
terms of customer reviews before study. In this context, it can be said that the criticism about the reliability of customer reviews is not valid at least within this study.

This study matters in terms of the use of an approach which integrates eWOM applications in multi-criteria decision-making techniques and expert reviews together. Besides, it will be able to set an example for other works about common review to be determined by geometric mean when there are multiple decision makers in AHP method and how it is to be placed in comparison matrix. Another importance of this study is that restaurant management will be able to get a feedback about the current state of the business by taking advantage of this and similar studies.
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